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The indigenous peoples are created by God to preserve the health and prosperity 
of their lands. I would like greet the first habitants of the Earth on the language 
of my peoples Mansi: 

Pascha olen, tynyng rutmahmanuv! 
Ma - vibanyn ourgalym, naj otyran joet, 
Torum - joet elal minne posyn joenh! 

I represent two related peoples from the North of Russia: Khanty and Mansi. We 
have lost our lands with the discovery of the biggest oil and gas deposits in 
Russia and in the world. Numerous transfers from the original places of living 
without any compensation have left deep wounds in our peoples, and those 
wounds are still bleeding in the memories of the elder generations. 

In 1992, as a result of our hard and persistent work with governments and 
industry representatives we have managed to maintain the legal rights of the first 
habitants of Khanty-Mansiysk to a part of their lands. With the receipt of legally 
binding documents on land the indigenous peoples became the full participants 
of the negotiation process between the government and the industry 
representatives. This 12-year experience of negotiation relations is unique in 
Russia. We consider this as our great achievement on the common matter of 
preservation of our rights for Land and natural resources. 

In order to maintain and optimize this negotiation process we use the forces of 
various social organizations and movements in different ways. One of the main 
ways is the international conference "Indigenous Peoples. Oil. Law.", which will 
take place in two years. 

We appeal to indigenous peoples and WGIP to cooperate on the matter of 
preservation of such negotiation process, which is oriented towards the 
elimination of the most conflict situations for our peoples. We appeal to the 
World Bank to consider the following when planning to invest in oil and gas 
projects: firstly to consider the interests of the indigenous peoples in the 
questions of the preservation of their lands, and secondly to promote the 
establishment of the adequate international compensation standards for loss of 
lands. 

We consider that WGIP plays a very important role. The communication during 
the sessions of the working group inspires us to strengthen the historical roots 
and makes us optimistic about the favorable ethnic future. 


